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QUESTION 1

You are the Human Resources lead for the ERP Implementation of ABC Corporation. You have defined the employees
in Oracle Human Resources. Select three activities that utilize the employee record. (Choose three.) 

A. Approvals 

B. Asset assignment 

C. Organization creation 

D. Journal Entry creation 

E. AutoCreate Purchase Orders 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 2

Company ABC is using serialization in all organizations that manage inventory. It wants each organization 

to determine the proper levels of serial control. The products in each organization are completely different, 

so having the same serial numbers on different products Is acceptable. 

The only global requirement is that serial numbers be generated in advance, to prevent incorrect serial 

number types from being created. Using the table below, choose the cell that represents the correct 

parameter and attribute combination to meet Company ABC\\'s needs. 

A. B 

B. C 

C. F 
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D. H 

E. K 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Identify the purpose of using Material Status controls. 

A. to permit updates to the Item Master record 

B. to prevent unnecessary cycle counting in an inventory organization 

C. to define the transactions that are permitted for an inventory organization 

D. to select the transactions that are permitted to use the inventory on-hand quantity 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

ABC is a laptop manufacturing company. On an average, the company completes 10 discrete jobs daily. ABC has the
following requirements: 

1.

 When the customer returns the laptop, ABC should be in a position to identify the laptop\\'s manufacture date and batch
number. 

2.

 Each laptop should be identified with a unique number and this should be tagged with the batch number. 

3.

 When a customer returns a laptop, ABC decides whether it can replace it with a new laptop or repair it, by considering
the age of the laptop. ABC needs to identify the aging period of the laptop. 

Which setup would meet the above requirements? 

A. Using the discrete job form, the manufactured date and batch number can be identified. 

B. Enable lot and serial control at the organization item level. Enter the shelf life days in the item. 

C. Enable parent lot and child lots at the organization item level. Enter the shelf life days in the item. 

D. Enable parent lot and grade control at the organization item level. Enter the shelf life days in the item. 

E. Enable control at the organization item level. Set up uniqueness within inventory items in the organization
parameters. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 5

Company X has three Operating Units: A, B, and C. Each Operating Unit has the MO: Security Access profile option
called ABC Security assigned. Operating Unitahas froth the MO: Operating Unit profile option and the MO; Default
Operating Unit profile option assigned to it. 

Which statement is true? 

A. Paul can create transactions for the A, B, and C Operating Units. 

B. All transactions created by Paul are automatically assigned to the Operating Unit A. 

C. Paul can report on data across A, B, and C Operating Units, but enter transactions only against A. 

D. The profile option did not include Operating Unit B and Operating Unit C due to an error by the system administrator. 

E. The Payables responsibility is linked to the Operating Unit A by the MO: Operating Unit profile option and can create
transactions for that Operating Unit alone. 

Correct Answer: A 
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